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Long-Range Distance Determination in a DNA Model System inside
Xenopus laevis Oocytes by In-Cell Spin-Label EPR
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Elucidating the structure and dynamics of biomacromolecules,
for example, proteins, RNA, or DNA, is crucial for understanding their physiological function. Beside widespread techniques,
such as NMR spectroscopy or crystallography, sophisticated
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) methods
in combination with site-directed spin labeling ll ) are receiving
increasing attention for this purpose. Spin-label EPR (SL-EPR)
offers access to structural information on a length scale between approximately 0.5 and 10 nm, and enables the study of
dynamics in the pico- to microsecond rangeY-B) To date, SLEPR has been carried out in defined buffer solutions. However,
recently an in-cell SL-EPR experiment investigating the conformation of ubiquitin was reported;(9) this suggests that the
technique can be applied to nucleic acids as well, which is of
particular importance since non-canonical DNA conformations
are involved in many processes, such as regulatory functions.
The development of analytical tools for elucidating native
structures inside cells is an ongoing challenge to be addressed
by in-cell spectroscopy.(10) Here, we describe long-range distance measurements on a DNA model system in oocytes of
Xenopus laevis utilizing in-cell EPR.
Compared to in-cell NMR spectroscopy, in-cell EPR has two
main advantages. Low concentrations can be used because
EPR is much more sensitive per spin than NMR spectroscopy,
and since EPR only detects unpaired electron spins no background from diamagnetic molecules is observed . The latter is
of particular importance since in contrast to structural studies
of isolated macromolecules, in-cell experiments are often hampered by many different cellular components and thereby provide for high background signals. On the other hand, in-cell
studies are of greater significance since, in contrast to pure solution experiments, a natural environment is provided, which
can be crucial for observing the biologically relevant conformation of biomacromolecules.lll .l2)
Double electron-electron resonance (DEER or PELDOR) is a
pulsed, two-frequency EPR technique for determining distance
distributions (from 1.5 up to 8 nm) between two paramagnetic
centers by measuring their dipole- dipole interaction. I13 - 1S) Diamagnetic biomacromolecules can be site-directly labeled with
nitroxides.ll )
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To demonstrate the feasibility and potential of in-cell DEER
for studying DNA, a model system consisting of a spin-labeled
double helix was delivered into Xenopus oocytes. These eukaryotic cells are often used for intracellular experimentsY6 J
their large size (about 1 mm in diameter) allows for depOSition
(17
of spin labeled molecules by microinjection. ) DNA constructs
were injected into the animal hemisphere cytoplasm of stage
VI oocytes, where nucleus-like conditions preside,ll B) thus remaining enzymatically unchallenged within the cytoplasm of
the unfertilized oocyte. (19 )
To characterize X. laevis oocytes as a suitable system for incell DEER we injected TOAC spin probes (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl-4-amino-4-carboxylic acid) containing a nitroxide radical, which is structurally similar to the spin label used
for labeling the DNA duplex. The stock solution (4 mM) was
injected (50 nL) into each cell followed by shock freezing in
liquid nitrogen.
In-cell continuous wave EPR spectra (Figure 1 A) resulted in
an Azz value of the hyperfine splitting, which was 7.6 MHz
lower than the aqueous solution, indicating a lower polarity in
the cytoplasm. The uninjected oocytes showed an EPR Signal
that overlapped with the central m l = 0 line of the nitroxide,
while oocyte cell extracts were EPR silent. This intrinsic signal
is weaker than the signal of the injected nitroxide by a factor
of 50 (Figure 1 A), and can be eliminated by background correction within the analysis of the DEER curves.
Since spin labels are not stable under the reducing conditions in cells, time dependent in-cell EPR experiments were
performed (Figure 1 B). The half-life analysis of TOAC in oocytes
at room temperature resulted in tl / 2 = 1.1 (±Oo4) min. In experiments for distance measurements, shock-freezing of oocytes
immediately (ca. lOs) after injection was carried out in order
to conserve a sufficient degree of labeling and to trap the
macromolecular conformations.
For microinjection two complementary strands d[TATCGAA]
and d[TICGATA], each labeled with TEMPA at the 5'-end thymidine (shown in bold) were synthesized.120) DEER experiments
were performed at T = 45 K by using an ELEXSYS E580 spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin) operated in X-Band (904 GHz). Data
were analyzed by using DEERAnalysis2010 software package. 12l )
Taking a B-form DNA double helix conformation into account, the label- label distance is predicted as 3.0 nm (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The distance constraint
obtained by the DEER experiment in buffered solution corresponds to d = 3.20 nm (Figure 2, Table 1). The DEER data show
a modulation depth that is shallower than expected for a 12 ns
pump pulse. This suggests partial reduction of spin labels
during synthesis and a resulting incomplete labeling, however,
without infringing reliable data analysis.14.20) In general, the
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Figure 1. A) EPR spectra of TOAC (4 mM) in frozen buffer solution (-----), injected into cells (-) and EPR spectrum of cells before injection (.....).
B) EPR signal intensity of TOAC versus delay between microinjection and
shock-freezing (.) and exponential fit (- ).
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Figure 2. DEER curve of spin-labeled DNA duplex in buffer: A) before background correction (0 ) and background fit (-), B) after background correction (0 ), model-free fit by using Tikhonov regularization (-).

Table ~. Experimentally obtained distance distributions for the spin-labeled DNA double heli ~ In buffer versus Injected Xenopus obcytes determined by model'free Tlkhonov regu larization.
Experiment'"

d[nm]

a [nm]

Experiment'"

d[nm]

a [nm]

Information) reflects both the flexibility of the macromolecule

buffer (MS-3)

3.20

0.43

in-cell (MD-4)

3.22

1.04

under study as well as the reorientationa l degree of freedom
of the attached spin label,'221 while the errors of EPR distance

[a] Resonator type is given in brackets.

width of the distance distribution (Figure Sl in the Supporting

measurements are much smaller than the variation of the distances due to conformational distribution .lls1 Here, the narrow
distance distribution (u = 0.43 nm) in combination w ith the distance constraint d represents a completely hybridized DNA
duplex.
For the in-cell DEER experiments 50 nL DNA solution (4 mM)
was injected into each oocyte. The resulting loca l concentration of spin labels was lowered during the delay between injection and shock-freezing due to translational diffusion and
limited label lifetime. The local concentration was determined
to be 220 j.lM by a rough estimation utilizing the background
function. 1211 The chosen concentration corresponded to the optimum under our conditions in order to balance signa l-to-noise
ratio and the ratio between intramolecular dipolar contribution
and intermolecular background .I1S1 Sixty oocytes containing
spin-labeled DN A f illing a 3 mm inner diameter tube to the

height of about 7 mm were used for the in-ce ll DEER experiment.
The use of a d ielectric resonator (MD4) offers a larger
sample vo lume compared to the split ring resonator (MS3)
often used for conventional DEER experiments, and enabled us
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (see the Supporting Information). A DEER trace corresponding to a dipolar evolution of
1 j.lS was recorded (Figure 3).
The loss of modulation depth between the measurements in
buffer and in the cell was approximately 50 %. Since also a reduced signa l-to-noise ratio was observed, in cellulo, the lower
modulation depth is likely as a result of nitroxide reduction
ins ide ce lls, which occurred during the time between microinjection and freezing . The latter reduced the fraction of
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In summary, we have presented here for the first time DEERbased distance measurements in a cellular environment showing conformational changes of a DNA model system with respect to its in vitro state. The findings indicate that in-cell
DEER can provide a means to analyze conformations of nucleic
acid structures in the cellular environment. While microinjection can be applied to many cells one can utilize transfection
reagents as alternatives for delivering spin-labeled nucleic
acids into mammalian cells. In addition, it is particularly interesting to apply in-cell DEER to DNA sequences showing a high
degree of polymorphism, such as the human telomeric repeat,
which is known to adopt- depending on subtle changes of
the conditions- drastically different quadruplex conformations.12o.24-26)
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Figure 3. In-cell DEER curve of spin-labeled DNA duplex: A) before background correction (0 ) and background fit (-), B) after background correction (0 ), and model-free fit by using Tikhonov regularization ().

(doubly) spin-labeled species. The in-cell distance distribution
corresponds to a distance constraint d = 3.22 nm, which is in
agreement with the theoretically predicted as well as with the
experimentally obtained values for the isolated duplex in
buffer.
However, the in-cell distance distribution is broader (a =
1.04 nm; Figure 51 in the Supporting Information, Table 1) than
that measured in vitro. Corresponding simulations clearly show
that this is not an artifact introduced by the lower signal-tonoise ratio of the dipolar evolution. Possible causes for the observed broadening of the distance distribution between the
labels include protein binding changing the DNA conformation, nucleases cleaving the duplex, or DNA melting. It is possible that the observed conformation could continue to change
during longer incubation times.
In a very recent study, Prisner, Dotsch, Engels, and co-workers have used a nitroxide that is more stable against reduction
in the cellular environment, and therefore, enables longer incubation times.123 ) As a model system a 12 bp DNA duplex was
investigated. The conformation of the longer duplex featuring
a lower relative content of A-T pairs and therewith higher stability than our model system (7 bp) remained conformationally
unchanged compared to its in vitro state. This suggests that
the observed broad distance distribution of 7 bp DNA duplex
is as a result of (partial) DNA melting, in cellulo.
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